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Abstract 

Simply stated, words and graphics are two different methods of communication. Engineering 

drawing is the language of engineers. All engineers with few exceptions need to  learn this 

language and i t s  grammar as they either create or become consumers (read) engineering 

drawings. The creativity and imagination of a designer is communicated t o  other departments 

in the organization in the form of engineering drawings. Drafting standards and representations 

practiced in engineering drawings are i t s  grammar that ensures common understanding of 

design intent by all. Learning of this language and its grammar starts from Vocational training 

schools, Diploma colleges or Engineering colleges. 

Over the last two decades there are two topics that are debated in the academic and industrial 

world alike. 

1. Manual drafting or CAD 

2. 2D or 3D 

Manual drafting or CAD 
Correct usage of the language is more important than whether a document is hand-written, 

typed or printed. Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) automated engineering drawing, made it 

more productive and reduced errors. In the past, emphasis was laid on learning manual drafting 

methods using drafting boards, T-Square, triangles, pencil, pen and other instruments. This was 

suitable for a period when manual drafting was the common practice in industries. Mid to  late 

eighties saw the democratization o f  Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) - the expensive mainframes 

CAD became affordable and available on the desktops o f  designers. This revolutionized the 

process of creating engineering drawings automating the draftingand also enhancing the 

quality of design. This redefined CAD as Computer Aided Design. It is very critical to  leverage 

the technological advantage without compromising the basic knowledge required t o  be good 

designer. CAD is the present and future of engineering communication with fundamental 

knowledge of engineering domain serving as its foundation. 

2D or 3D 
The way complexity of  usage of a language increases with words, phrases, sentences and 

essays, complexity of engineering design also increases through 2D drafting, Standards-based 

2D design, Geometric and Functional design and Digital prototyping. Students and practicing 



engineers of today therefore need greater exposure t o  engineering design philosophy and 

application o f  engineering principles. 

Engineering drawing is the language of engineers.. The simple answer t o  a question often asked 

"whether 2D or 3D?" is simply "2D AND 3 D  It's not one or the other -2D and 3D complement 

each other and are part of the engineer's language. 

Conclusion 
A good engineering educational system prepares future engineers for the industry by training 

them based on technologies and processes deployed in the industry and addresses what the 

industry needs today as well as tomorrow. 


